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Programming Google App Engine (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009

 As one of today's cloud computing services, Google App Engine does more than provide access to a large system of servers. It also offers you a simple model for building applications that scale automatically to accommodate millions of users. With Programming Google App Engine, you'll get expert practical guidance that will help...
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Office 2010: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		Whether you're new to Microsoft Office or have used it for years, this clear and friendly primer helps you be productive with Word, Outlook, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, and the rest of the Office apps from day one. Learn what's new in Office 2010 and get a complete, step-by-step guide to each of its main programs, along with...
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Professional Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008

	Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio (MRDS) offers an exciting new wayto program robots in the Windows environment. With key portions of the MRDS code available in source form, it is readily extensible and offers numerous opportunities for programmers and hobbyists. This comprehensive book illustrates creative ways to use the tools and...
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REST in Practice: Hypermedia and Systems ArchitectureO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Why don't typical enterprise projects go as smoothly as projects you develop for the Web? Does the REST architectural style really present a viable alternative for building distributed systems and enterprise-class applications?

	
		In this insightful book, three SOA experts provide a down-to-earth explanation of REST and...
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Koha 3 Library Management SystemPackt Publishing, 2010

	Koha is the first full-featured open source library management system that is widely used for efficiently managing libraries. However, setting up and maintaining Koha is no walk in the park. It is not as straightforward as setting up the other popular LAMP applications.


	This practical guide provides all the essential information...
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Pro Data Backup and RecoveryApress, 2010

	Pro Data Backup and Recovery has come from the many views of people that I have interacted with during my career as a systems administrator, systems engineer, and consultant. This book is primarily geared toward the systems engineers and architects within an organization, but it will also be useful for the day-to-day functions of systems...
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Jenkins: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2011

	
		This book is aimed at relatively technical readers, though no prior experience with
		Continuous Integration is assumed. You may be new to Continuous Integration, and
		would like to learn about the benefits it can bring to your development team. Or, you
		might be using Jenkins or Hudson already, and want to discover how you can...
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HTML5 GeolocationO'Reilly, 2011

	
		This book explores the W3C Geolocation API, a specification that provides scripted
		access to geographical location information associated with a hosted device.* This API
		defines objects that can be used in JavaScript to ascertain the position of the device on
		which the code is executed.

	
		Truly revolutionary: now...
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Pro Java 7 NIO.2 (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011

	The recommended entry point to start exploring the NIO.2 API, also known as “JSR 203: More New I/O


	APIs for the Java Platform” (NIO.2), is the new abstract class java.nio.file.Path. This class is a

	milestone of NIO.2, and every application that involves I/O operations will exploit the powerful facilities

	of this...
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Light It, Shoot It, Retouch It: Learn Step by Step How to Go from Empty Studio to Finished Image (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2011

	FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, YOU’LL LEARN ALL THREE ASPECTS OF WHAT IT TAKES TO CREATE STUNNING PORTRAITS

	(HINT: IT’S NOT JUST THE LIGHTING)


	Scott Kelby, the world’s #1 best-selling author of photography books, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher of Photoshop User...
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iPhone Pocket Guide, Sixth Edition, The (6th Edition) (Pocket Guides (Peachpit Press))Peachpit Press, 2011

	New Apple iPhone 4S users will want to start using their devices as soon as they get their hands on them, and The iPhone Pocket Guide shows them how. Trusted gadget teacher Christopher Breen reveals the quickest way to learn iPhone 4S features. Everything is covered including the basics such as making calls and navigating through your music,...
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Hands-On Oracle Application Express Security: Building Secure Apex ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	AT RECX we’ve been involved in the world of IT Security for more than a decade. We were

	involved in some of the fi rst penetration tests performed in the UK, where large organizations and

	government departments allowed ethical hackers into their networks to determine the risk they

	faced from what are now known as cyber attacks....
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